SACRAMENTO AREA

CHAPTER

Join us for our May 2017 Special Event!

Mark Jones
Two-Part Event
Lecture: 10 a.m – 12 noon
The Pathway of the Moon
Workshop: 1 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Outer Planets Higher Octave of Inner Planets

The Pathway of the Moon: The Lunar Nodes as the key to personal evolution
This talk rediscovers the work of Dane Rudhyar on the Lunar Nodes and expands upon it to create a technically simple but psychologically profound way of exploring personal evolution through the birth-chart. The
Nodes will be seen as expressing the arc of personal evolution and planets conjunct and square the nodes
will be explored as influences upon that personal trajectory. The talk will be illustrated with examples from
Mark’s extensive client work.

The Outer Planets as the Higher Octave of the Inner Planets:
How transpersonal forces shape personal evolution

This workshop re-examines Rudhyar’s work on the outer planets being “higher octaves” of the inner planets. It explores the idea of the outer planets as representative of qualities within the Soul or Deep Self. This
workshop introduces the idea that understanding the way that transpersonal energy shapes personal evolution,
i.e. outer planets in aspect to inner planets or the lunar nodes, is the key to enable powerful transformation
within the individual. The teaching will be illustrated with powerful case studies.
Mark Jones—an astrologer, Psychosynthesis therapist, and hypnotherapist based in Wales—works with clients and
students worldwide and is a regular speaker and workshop leader in North America and Europe. Mark’s first book, ‘Healing the Soul: Pluto, Uranus, and the Lunar Nodes’, explores the basis of his astrological approach. His second, ‘The Soul
Speaks: The Therapeutic Power of Astrology’ explores the transformative power of the natal chart reading and the astrologer’s role in that transformation. In addition, Mark has co-authored ‘Dialogues’ with Frank Clifford and contributed
chapters to ‘Astrology: the New Generation’; ‘Transpersonal Astrology’; and ‘Insights into Evolutionary Astrology’. Mark is
renowned for fusing astrology and psychotherapy into a powerful form of transformational mentoring. Mark’s website –
www.plutoschool.com – has many resources for students. He can be contacted at markjones@plutoschool.com

May 21, 2017

The Reserves at the Galleria Clubhouse
501 Gibson Drive, Roseville, CA
Email for gate code: info@ncgrsacramento.org

Lunch Options & Bundle Discounts available!
Pre-register online at www.ncgrsacrmento.org

LECTURE ONLY

$15 NCGR members, $25 non-members

(if pre-registered by May 14)
Price at the door: $20 NCGR members, $30 non-members

WORKSHOP ONLY

$50 NCGR members, $60 non-members
(if pre-registered by May 14)
Price at the door: $55 NCGR members, $65 non-members

